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Overview

■ Starting points: 
– Timor-Leste; Tourism in TL; LL and Tourism

■ The Questions:
– What is a tourist in Timor’s context? (What is a tourist space in a 

developing nation?)
– What is the role of Tetun (the local lingua franca) in that space?

■ The Data:
– Collection
– Interpretation
– Language?



Starting Point: Timor-Leste

■ 1400s – 1975 Portuguese Colony

■ 1975 Indonesian Invasion

■ 1999 United Nations Administration

■ 2001 Independent Nation

■ What is the linguistic legacy of all these 
foreign occupations?



Indonesian “Gold shop and pawn 
shop”
Tetun “Strong” +

English “Gold and Jewelery”

Portuguese “Gold and precious 
stones” 
Portuguese/Tetun address of 
the shop

Who is this sign for?

What is and isn’t translated here?

What other semiotic resources are employed here? 
(colors, symbols, fonts, etc.)

How does this sign reflect an attitude or an 
ideology?

Which of these 4 languages represent the strongest 
purchasing power?

(Decree Law 1/2004) on language in the 
public space:

“English and Indonesian must not be 
used in public images unless they are 
accompanied by texts in Tetun and 
Portuguese with greater visual 
prominence”

Is this sign in compliance?

What about these two? à

Indonesian “Diamond”



Starting Point: Tourism in Timor-Leste

! Germany (2019) " Timor-Leste (2019)

Population (Rank) 83M (17th) 1.2M (156th)
GDP (Rank) 5.1T USD (4th or 5th) 1.4B USD (198th) 

Tourism Percent of GDP 1.5% 4.1%
% Pop. below Poverty Line* 17.4% 49.9%

Tourists per year (Rank) 39,000,000 (9th) 78,400 (179th)
Tourists per residents 0.46 0.057

Tourism Revenue 41B USD 78M USD



Starting Point: LL and Tourism

■ (1) What defines a tourist space? What are the limits of that space?
■ (2) What is a tourist? How did Moriarty (2015) identify and define 

‘tourist’?
■ For inspiration, Moriarty (2015) Indexing authenticity: the linguistic 

landscape of an Irish tourist town

■ Moriarty (2015)’s solutions:
– (1) Mapping tourist trajectories through the town 
– Achieved by 4 days’ observation
– (2) Photographing the signs within that identified space
– Frame-Analytic Approach (somewhat circular justification)



Frame-Analytic Approach?

■ Seven frames for interpreting the LL (from Kallen 2010, based on 
Goffman 1974’s Frame Analysis)
– the civic frame, 
– the marketplace (the commercial frame), 
– portals, 
– the wall (the political frame), 
– the detritus zone, 
– the community (the local frame) 
– and the school. 



Frame-Analytic Approach?

■ Moriarty 2015’s study on Irish in a tourist city found only four were 
applicable in this context, with one totally dominant:
– the civic frame, 
– the marketplace (the commercial frame), ß Overwhelming majority
– portals, 
– the wall (the political frame), 
– the detritus zone, 
– the community (the local frame) 
– and the school. 



The Questions

■ (1) What is a tourist in Timor’s context? 
– (What is a tourist space in a developing nation?)

■ (2) What is the role of Tetun (the local lingua franca) in that space?



The Data: Collection



The Data: Collection



Typical Street Scenes (Inland vs. Seaside)



The Data: Interpretation

■ Defining the scope of “Tourism”
– Airlines
– ATMS
– Hotels/Hostels
– Hotel-Adjacent Services  (Internet Cafes, Restaurants/Bars)
– Tour Services
– Travel Agents
– Specialty Shops (Souvenir, Dive Shops)
– *One major shopping centre (?)

■ Results:
– 2,350 signs, only 209 meet the criteria



The Data: Counting up Languages (mono)
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CULTURA MAK HAU NIA IDENTIDADE
IT’S CULTURE THAT’S MY IDENTITY

Every day, try(ing) to make 
something a little bit good

Oops! English!



The Data: Counting up Languages (multi)

■ Multilingual sign organization: Disjoint, Overlap, Equivalent
– From Sebba 2013 ‘Multilingualism in written discourse: An 

approach to the analysis of multilingual texts’ 
– Disjoint:  The languages communicate totally different messages
– Overlap:  Some content between languages is the same
– Equivalent:  The languages are direct translations of one another

■ All multilingual signs in the data contain English



The Data: Counting up Languages (multi)
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Takeaways:
• All multilingual signs contain 

English
• Surprise! Chinese (NB: all 

varieties) appears in the 
touristscape

• No examples of 1:1 translation 
(equivalence)

• English-Chinese contain the most 
partial translation (overlap)

• Indonesian the least 
• Tetun has the highest proportion 

of total disjoint (different 
meanings)



The Data: The Role of Tetun

■ “languages and identities are mobilized to develop a number of 
commodified linguistic and cultural products that must go through the 
conventional processes of product development, branding, marketing, 
distribution and consumption. Thus, symbolic capital developed 
through modern nationalist inventions of traditions, cultural practices, 
canons (even vernacular ones), languages and identities is mobilized 
as marketable” (Heller et al. 2014 Linguistic commodification in 
tourism)

■ Applicable in the Timor-Leste context?







From one nation, to a different nation



Lorosa’e = Tetun for ‘east’

BUT! Incorrect orthography!



The Questions, and answers?

■ (1) What is a tourist in Timor’s context? 
– (What is a tourist space in a developing nation?)

■ Someone who is leaving Timor-Leste

■ (2) What is the role of Tetun (the local lingua franca) in that space?

■ To engage Timorese travelers



Thank you!


